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Agenda
● Why design for privacy?

● ZK design challenges 

● App interface examples

● Design as a facilitation tool

● Mental models



ZK proofs can give us the 
ability to select what we 
reveal or hide in digital 
interactions. 



Why design 
for privacy?

To evolve

To understand

To foster participation

To fortify privacy



Design to 
evolve.



Design to 
understand.



Design to for 
participation.



Design to 
fortify privacy.



Do you ever want to 
prove that something is 
true without revealing 
who you are?



Constructing how-might-we questions 
generates creative solutions while keeping 

teams focused on the right problems to 
solve.

― Nielsen Norman Group



How might we balance 
approachability and 
transparency?

See a design response!

zkopru.network

Just enough text can lead 
someone to 
more details 
when they are 
ready





How might we give 
users the freedom to 
choose how much they 
reveal about 
themselves?

See a design response!

unirep.social

Privacy and 
anonymity by 
default. 

Choose to share more.

Old posts (shown)

Points (hidden)

Username (hidden)





How might we craft 
environments for 
anonymous users to 
build trust with one 
another?

See a design response!

interep.link

You qualify for this group. 
Meet other qualifying 
members anonymously 
in the app.

Join group





How might we 
represent identity in 
communities of 
anonymous 
individuals?

See a design response!

zkitter.com

Username
Recognizable, static

Reputation
Proves something about 
them socially

Hash
obscure, changing





Design begins with 
environments that foster 
collaboration and 
processes that facilitate 
conversation.



Design is really an act of communication, 
which means having a deep understanding of 

the person with whom the designer is 
communicating.

― Donald A. Norman, The Design of Everyday Things





Principles for successful workshops

● Open to different skill sets

● Offer multiple ways to contribute

● Create time for discussion + writing

● Have a dedicated notes taker

● Synthesize a copy of the results

For workshops that involve many people 
or have a tight time limit:

● Coordinate with someone else and 
divide tasks.

● Have a dress-rehearsal to practice 
your timing. 





– Ref. Cooper and Reiman, About Face 4th edition

Implementation 
Models

● Reflect engineering 
infrastructure

● Logical to developers

● Do little to help users 
achieve their goals

● AKA system model

Represented 
Models

Mental 
Models

● How designers choose to 
represent an application

● Represents function 
independent of true 
action (similar but not 
necessarily accurate)

● AKA representation 
model

● Reflect  cognitive 
shorthand of user

● Only includes info 
relevant to user

● Does not reflect actual 
inner mechanics

● AKA conceptual model



Implementation Models 

reflect technology

Represented Models 

reflect designer’s vision

Mental Models 

reflect user’s vision

– Adapted from Cooper and Reiman, About Face 4th edition



Low-level cryptography

mathematical concepts

Implementation Models 

simple and familiar code

– Adapted from Cooper and Reiman, About Face 4th edition

ZK developer’s Model 

developer’s interpretation





When creating 
mental models ask
● What does this remind me of?

● What do i know that is similar to this?





A paradoxical, but perhaps realistic, view of 
design goals is that their function is to 

motivate activity which in turn will generate 
new goals.

― Herbert Simon, The Sciences of the Artificial (Third Edition, 1996)



Impact of public 
goods fortified by 
design

Builders and product teams 
empowered by educational content

Reduced stigma of online privacy 
and anonymity

Transparent protocol resources 
informed by user research

Decreased friction during user 
on-boarding



Approach challenges with curiosity

Get comfy with the unknown

Ask more questions

Align strategy to audience objectives

Test potential solutions  

Iterate!



Say hi: 
@rachelaux #🎨designing-public-goods

Get involved:

TAZ Community Hub 

Adoption Day UX Unconference 
Th 10-6 @ Workshop 4 - Floor 3

Design for ZK learning group

PSE Discord

PSE website
appliedzkp.org

@chiali | @beyondr | @kichong 

@althea | @jchance | @cedoor.eth 

@bigkat | @tsukino | @atheartengineer

Thank you!


